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Welcome to the new and innovative

Climate Collection, a range of

mattresses, toppers and pillows

designed to keep you in your Comfort

Zone for longer as you sleep.

To wake up feeling healthy and refreshed, ready to tackle the

challenges of the day ahead, it has long been proven that a

good night’s sleep is a must.  One of the factors that can

affect sleep patterns is temperature – being too cold or too

hot induces movement and restless sleeping, causing us to

be tired in the morning.

The Climate Collection is a new range of mattresses and

pillows coated with Thermic®, a patented thermo-regulating

technology, using reactive micro-capsules which contain a

phase change material.  

The Thermic® layer responds to changes in temperature by

absorbing, storing and releasing heat to keep the micro-

climate temperature (the temperature close to the skin) within

a comfort zone of 28-30°C for longer than standard products.

The new  Climate Collection is much more effective in keeping

the temperature within the Comfort Zone. It’s not just about

being cool to the touch and preventing people from over

heating and sweating, it’s also about maintaining warmth for

comfort and an undisturbed nights sleep.

Climate 21 Mattress

The deluxe 5 zone contoured mattress is manufacturered using a high density base foam for medium support. It has dual layers of

luxurious memory foam, the middle layer profiled with air holes for active air technology. The top layer is coated with Thermic® to keep the

temperature within the Comfort Zone.  Thermic® is a special coating which absorbs heat and releases heat when the temperature of the

microclimate (the temperature close to the skin) is above the comfort zone and releases heat if it drops below 28°C. The quilted look cover

has a fabulous soft feel with the Climate Collection logo.

Temperature

Comfort Zone

Time

Microclimate without Thermic®

Microclimate with Thermic®
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Climate 23 Mattress

The deluxe 5 zone contoured mattress is manufacturered using a high density base foam for medium support. The middle offers a

sumptuous layer of soft zoned memory foam for personalised support. The top of the mattress is a firmer deluxe layer of memory foam

featuring air holes in a 5 zone design for active airflow technology, coated with Thermic®. The firmer memory foam allows the body to gently

sink into the softer memory foam for comforting support. Thermic® is a special coating which absorbs heat and releases heat when the

temperature of the microclimate (the temperature close to the skin) is above the comfort zone and releases heat if it drops below 28°C. The

quilted look cover has a fabulous soft feel with the Climate Collection logo. A mattress to give a cosy, comfy individual night’s sleep.

Climate 25 Mattress

Our premium 5 zone contoured high density foam base offers firmer support. The mattress has a luxurious layer of soft zoned memory foam

in the middle and an unique feeling high density memory foam on the top surface. The top layer has air holes in a 7 zone design for active

airflow technology and is coated with Thermic®. The top layer moulds to your body shape and lets you gently sink into the softer middle layer

of memory foam offering personalised comfort. Thermic® is a special coating which absorbs heat and releases heat when the temperature of

the microclimate (the temperature close to the skin) is above the comfort zone and releases heat if it drops below 28°C. The quilted look

cover has a fabulous soft feel with the Climate Collection logo. This mattress is for those that want the ultimate night’s sleep.
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All our mattress covers can be treated with Purotex, a treatment which reduces allergens.
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Pillows

sleep better pillows use the latest designs and materials to create the perfect pillow range and are now offered with a layer of Thermic® on the sleeping

surface.  Thermic® is a phase change material which absorbs and stores heat when the temperature of the microclimate (the temperature close to your

skin) is above the Comfort Zone and releases when the temperature drops keeping you in the comfort zone for longer  –  an unique addition to the

collection.

The range includes traditional, contoured and anatomically styled pillows designed to create perfect alignment between the spine, neck and head.  The

pillows are made from memory foam or a combination of premium micro-fibre and memory foam and are finished with either cotton or polyester covers.

Mattress Toppers

The sleep better range of mattress toppers leads the way in design and comfort, combining

the latest technology of Thermic® on the memory foam with innovative covers and fitted

sheets.  The toppers offer the ultimate in comfort and support and are specifically designed

to ensure the even distribution of body weight, for a more comfortable night’s sleep.  Zoned

areas with different profiles, featuring air holes for active air technology and contoured cut

toppers which offer softness and flexibility, all add to the uniqueness of the range.  The

addition of Thermic® on the top surface, which can be applied to all the toppers in the range,

helps to keep you in your Comfort Zone for longer as you sleep.

Our mattress topper collection are supplied with a fitted sheet or a cover, which is washable.
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Carpenter leading

the way in foam ..... 

• ISO 9001 registered (2008 version) accredited

• All sleep better™ mattresses are made in the UK and are

non-allergenic and meet BS7177

• Sedex (social and ethical data exchange) member

• Accredited to the NBF Code of Practice

Dedicated to setting ever higher standards, the success of Carpenter

is based on technical innovation, exceptional product quality and

outstanding customer service. With its forward thinking customer

orientated approach Carpenter is your natural choice of business

partner. Big improvements or small improvements, they are all

important to Carpenter. There is always a way to improve an

existing product, create a new and better one, enhance our

technology, reach new markets and respond more intelligently to a

customer.  Our sole focus is comfort. We believe we have no excuse

for being less than the best.

If you would like any further information, please contact

on 01457 892400 or e-mail:

sleepbetter.uk@carpenter.com

www.carpenterconsumer.co.uk
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sleep better™ is a Registered trademark of Carpenter Co.
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